Stay Organized
Keep track of your samples with eLABInventory
eLABInventory is a sample management
software available from Bio-ITech. The
tool organizes any item in the laboratory
inventory, including specimens,
materials, samples, and chemicals.
Store samples in self-configured storage
units such as freezers or refrigerators.
eLABInventory is flexible and fully
configurable to work in your laboratory.

>>Centralized system for single or
multiple labs and flexible setup
>>Configurable to fit to your specific
needs
>>Manages any type of samples,
specimens, and materials for high
flexibility
>>Be independent – works on any device,
delivered via the cloud or on-premise

One Solution To Track The Entire Lab Inventory
Flexible and adjustable for any lab
With eLABInventory you can efficiently track any sample
in the lab. Whether you want to track cell lines, tissue
specimens, bacterial strains, DNA, RNA, proteins or any
biobank, you can set up templates to track any information
about any item in your lab inventory.
Secure & Compliant
eLABInventory automatically logs a full audit trail of
any sample in the lab. Changes to samples are kept in a
chronologically ordered event log in accordance with GLP
guidelines (21 CFR part 11). Items removed from the lab
inventory are automatically archived and can be recovered at
any time.

Visual and intuitive tracking of samples stored in any location

Intuitive and easy-to-use
Virtualize the entire lab and set up storage locations
according to your lab specifications. Easily browse through
storage locations to store or locate samples in the lab.
Centralize your entire lab inventory with eLABInventory.
Keep stocks up to date
You can centralize orders by keeping track of quantities, and
you can receive notifications when chemicals, samples, and
consumables run out of stock. You can order more efficiently
and safely.
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Ordering Information
Description
eLABInventory Cloud

Order no.
Academic

Order no.
Education

Order no.
Industry

3-seat year license, academic

BIT0140501

BIT0140502

BIT0140503

5-seat year license, academic

BIT0140101

BIT0140102

BIT0140103

10-seat year license, academic

BIT0140201

BIT0140202

BIT0140203

25-seat year license, academic

BIT0140301

BIT0140302

BIT0140303

50-seat year license, academic

BIT0140401

BIT0140402

BIT0140403

For more information, please visit
www.Bio-itech.nl

Your local distributor: www.eppendorf.com/contact
Eppendorf AG · Barkhausenweg 1 · 22339 Hamburg · Germany
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